**ICUTeam Structure/Admitting Schedule**

**HAC**

2 **MICU Teams**:
Each team consists of 2 residents and 2 interns. One team will have an ED resident and the other team will have an ED intern. Family medicine interns will rotate as well at certain times of the year and will be in addition to the 2 interns per team.

Residents are admitting/overnight call every 4th night. The on-call resident should sign into the MICUAdmitting pager (9935) at 7 am each morning of call. The on-call resident is responsible for presenting all of the admissions received in a 24 hour time period. The on-call resident is also responsible for all floor evaluations for the MICU. The attending should be notified about any floor evaluations for the MICU.

Interns should arrive at 6:30 am for sign out from the ICU NF. Interns should stay until 7 pm to sign out the ICU NF. One intern from each team should be signed into the teams pager at all times (3700 or 3702).

If there is a large difference in the number of patients admitted to the 2 HAC MICU teams, then the attending and fellow may decide to transfer patients between teams to even out the census. If there is a difference of more than 6 patients between the two teams on any given morning before rounds start, the attending and fellow on each MICU team will confer and may transfer patients between the MICU teams to reduce the trans-team gradient.

**Junior ICU Night Float (Pagers of red and blue MICU teams; call room H5121):**
Crosscovers MICU teams and admits up to 4 patients total. Admissions include the first 2 IMCU (step-down) patients and/or 0-4 MICU transfers to the floor for a total cap of 4 patients. This means that if you do admit 2 step-down patients, you can only do 2 transfers to the floor. If you do not admit any IMCU (step-down) patients, then you can do 4 MICU transfers. The remainder of the MICU transfers and IMCU (step-down) patients should be assigned to either the Jr. or the Sr. night float.

**HAC Code Team:**
7am – 7pm: MICU on-call resident and MICU intern on the on-call team
7 pm – 7 am: MICU on-call resident and ICU NF
Proceed-outs on HAC are the responsibility of the ED

**ENC**
**CCU Team:**
Consists of 2 Internal Medicine residents and 1 ED resident. CCU members will be in a Q5 overnight/admitting cycle along with the 2 members of the MICU team. Routine and admit days are from 7 am to 7 pm. The on call resident will do the CCU admissions from 7 am – 7 pm. If the CCU resident is overnight, the CCU resident will do both the MICU and CCU admissions until 7 am. All CCU residents are expected to attend the 7:15 Cardiology lecture daily.

**MICU Team:**
Consists of 2 Internal Medicine residents. MICU members will be in a Q5 overnight/admitting cycle along with the 2 members of the MICU team. Routine and admit days are from 7 am to 7 pm. The on call resident will do the MICU admissions from 7 am – 7 pm. MICU residents are responsible for splitting admissions with the NPs. If the MICU resident is overnight, the MICU resident will do both the MICU and CCU admissions until 7 am. MICU residents are responsible for all floor evaluations. The attending should be notified about any floor evaluations for the MICU.

**Junior ICU/CCU Night Float (pagers 9914/9932; call room ENC 6342):**
Cross covers the non-call team, admits the first patient who is admitted to the non-call team as well as up to 2 ICU/CCU transfers to the floor for a total cap of 3 patients. The remainder of ICU/CCU transfers will be assigned to either the junior or the senior night float. The junior ICU/CCU night float will not stay to present the admissions, but instead will sign out the patient to the non-call team as well as the medicine teams (for the ICU/CCU transfers) at 7am prior to leaving. The junior ICU/CCU night float is responsible for obtaining AM vitals for the non-call team. The admitting overnight resident is responsible for obtaining AM vitals for the admitting team, but may ask the junior ICU/CCU night float for help in obtaining the vitals depending on how busy the admitting overnight resident is with admissions / unstable patients.

**Codes:**
From 7 am – 7 pm, the CCU resident on call is responsible for running all codes. The admitting General Cardiology intern will assist with codes during the day.
From 7 pm – 7 am, the on call ICU resident (CCU or MICU) is responsible for running all codes. The ICU NF will assist with codes overnight.

**Proceed Outs:**
From 7 am – 7 pm, the CHF resident and non-admitting General Cardiology intern will respond.
From 7 pm – 7 am, the on call ICU resident (CCU or MICU) and the ICU NF will respond.